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Let b: [ -l,O] -t R be a nondecreasing, strictly convex Cz-function with 
b( - 1) =O, and let g: R” + KY be a locally Lipschitzian mapping, which is the 
gradient of a function G: R” --) R. Consider the following vector-valued integro-dif- 
ferential equation of the Levin-Nohel type 
I 
II 
i(r)= - b(B) g(x(r + 0)) d0. (El 
-1 
This equation is used in applications to model various viscoelastic phenomena. By 
LaSalle’s invariance principle, every bounded solution X(I) goes to a connected set 
of zeros of g, as time t goes to infinity. It is the purpose of this paper to give several 
geometric riteria assuring the boundedness of solutions of (E) or some of its com- 
ponents. 8 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the following integro-differential equation: 
i(t)= -lo b(e)g(x(t+e))de. (E) -I 
In this equation, x(t) E R” and b and g satisfy the following hypotheses: 
g: R 4 R” is locally Lipschitzian. There is a function 
G: R 1: R of class C’ with grad G =g. 
(1) 
6: [ - 1, 0] -+ [w is of class C2, b( - 1) = 0, b”‘( 0) > 0 
forj=O, 1,2 and @E[-l,O], and b”(ti,)>Ofor some 
eoE [-i,o]. 
(2) 
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Let C: = C,:= ([ - JO], IV) be provided with the sup-norm topology. If 
x: [t - 1, t] -B IX” is a continuous mapping (where t E R is arbitrary), then 
by x, we mean the element of C given as x,(e) = x(t+ 0) for all 
BE[-LO]. 
If cp E C is arbitrary, then there exists a unique continuous mapping 
x: [-l,O&-+Rn, defined on some maximal interval [ - 1, o,), 
0 < o, < co, such that x,, = q and such that x is differentiable and satisfies 
(E) for t E [O, wlp) (see [2]). We write x=x(q) to denote its dependence 
on cp. If (PE C and t E [0, w,), then, writing qmt =x(q), we obtain a local 
semiflow (a local (semi) dynamical system) on C (see [2] or [8]). 
Equation (E) has been studied extensively by a number of authors, 
especially by Levin and Nohel (see, e.g., [S] and [6]). For n = 1 (see, e.g., 
[2]) (E) is the model of a special type of circulating fuel nuclear reactor 
where x represents the neutron density. It can also serve as a one dimen- 
sional model in viscoelasticity where x is the strain and b is the relaxation 
function (see, e.g., [ 1 I). 
For general n, see, e.g., [7,8]. Under hypotheses (1) and (2) equation 
(E) is one of the few known gradient-like (in the sense of, say [8]) 
functional differential equations. A well-known Liapunov-function 
V: C + R for (E) is given by 
The derivative of V along solutions of (E) is given by 
Hence, from our hypotheses (1) and (2), it follows that v(i(qo) <0, and an 
application of LaSalle’s invariance theorem ([2]) implies that every boun- 
ded solution x = x(q) of (E) (i.e., such that sup,, rcwrp jlx(t)ll < co) is 
defined for all t 3 0, i.e., o,,, = co, and x(t) + N as t + 00, where N is a con- 
nected set of zeros of g. Hence the asymptotic behavior of bounded 
solutions is completely determined. Moreover, if (E) is to model real 
physical phenomena, only bounded solutions seem physically admissible. 
Hence it is important to know that all solutions of (E) or at least some of 
their components, are bounded. A classical boundedness criterion is 
G(x) + co as llxll + 00 (5) 
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(cf. [a]). In this paper we give some other boundedness criteria applicable 
to cases in which (5) does not work. Similarly as (5), our boundedness 
criteria are of geometric nature, e.g., in some criteria we assume that g, 
does not change its sign on certain subsets of [w” lying below or above the 
graphs of continuous functions h: [w”--’ + R (see Theorem I,2 and 3). 
One criterion (Theorem 4) is a simple but useful extension of (5), 
applicable to choices of g, respectively G, like g(x) = x sin x (for n = 1) or 
G(x) = (/XI/’ cos ((x(( * (for general n). 
The last criterion (Theorem 5) is applicable to nonlinearities like 
g(x) = sin x for n = 1, or g(x, y) = 2(sin x cos y, sin y cos x) for n = 2. We 
also state a result which shows that unbounded solutions may exist, if some 
of the hypotheses of Theorem 5 are not satisfied. 
We use standard notation. Let us only note that if (x1,..., xi,..., x,) is a 
vector in KY’ then (x, ,..., ii,..., x,) is the vector in R” ~ ’ obtained by deleting 
the component xi. 
2. BOUNDEDNESS CRITERIA 
We will first prove the boundedness of solutions of (E) (or some of its 
components) under the assumption that g (or some component gi) satisfies 
a certain sign condition. 
Note that in Theorem 1 and 2 to follow we do not use all of our 
hypotheses (1) and (2) from the Introduction. This makes these theorems 
applicable to larger classes of equations. 
However, without the gradient assumption on g, the o-limit sets of 
bounded solutions of (E) are, in general, very complicated and impossible 
to describe. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that g: R” --t R” is locally Lipschitzian, and 
b: [ - 1, 0] -+ R is continuous, nonnegative and not identically zero. Let 
iE {l,..., n} and assume that there is a number K > 0 and a continuous 
function h: R”- ’ --* R such that 
(a) gi(x) > 0 whenever x E R” and h(x, ,..., xi ,..., x,) <xi and 
(b) g,(x) 2 -K for all x E R”. 
Let x=x(q) be a solution of(E) with {x,(t)IO<t<w,) boundedfor all 
j# i. 
Then { xj( t) IO < t < co?} is bounded from above. 
Proof. Suppose Theorem 1 is not true. First assume that o, < cg. Then 
x,(t)= -Jo b(B)g,(x(t+B))dtl<K.{’ b(0)dd =: L<CC 
-1 -1 
for O<~<W,. 
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Hence 
Xi(l) <Xi(O) + Lt < Xi(O) + Lo, < co, 
i.e., xi is bounded from above, a contradiction. 
It follows that o, = co. 
By the assumptions on x, there is a T > 0 such that Ix,(t)1 6 T for t 3 0 




2 sup lxAt)l . 
rECo.11 I 
Let to = inf{ t > 0 1 xi(t) 3 MO}. It follows easily that to > 1 and xi(to) = MO. 
Moreover, for t E [to - 1, to] we obtain 
MO - Xi(f) = jr ii(S) ds < L. 
10 
Hence U-CM,-Ldx,(t) for tE [to- 1, to]. 
By continuity, a <x,(t) for a small E > 0 and all t E [to- 1 -a, t,]. If 
y(t):= (xi(t) ,..., ii(t) ,..., x,(t)), it follows that 
W(t)) da <x,(t) for t E [to - 1 - E, t,]. 
From our assumptions we obtain 
ii(f) < 0 for t E [to - E, to]. 
Hence xi(to - E) 2 MO, a contradiction to our choice of to. The Theorem is 
proved. 
Remarks. ( 1) If we replace “ 6 ” by “ 2” and vice-versa in assumptions 
(a) and (b) and if “-K” is replaced by “x”’ in assumption (b), then a proof 
similar to the one above shows that xi is bounded from below. 
(2) Instead of assuming that xj is bounded for all j# i, we may assume 
that sup0 c I < QI h(y(t)) < co. We do not need the continuity of h in that 
case. 
(3) Suppose that there are continuous functions h,: IL!“- ’ -+ R, k = 1,2 
such that 
g,(x) B 0 whenever h,(x, ,..., cz ,,..., XJ 6 xi 
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and 
g,(x) < 0 whenever h,(x, ,..., fi ,..., x,) > xi. 
If x = x(q) is a solution of (E) with components xi bounded for j # i, and if 
supogtiw, Ixdt)l=~, then SUPO~~<~, x,(t)= -info.,,,+, xi(t)=a. In 
other words, x, must oscillate between --co and +co. The proof is 
obtained by first showing that if, say, supoG, <wp xi(t) = cc and 
infOS,,Oqxi(t)> -co, then 
g,(x(t))> -K> --co on LO, ~~1. 
Now the proof of Theorem 1 is used to show that xi is bounded from 
above, a contradiction. 
In the next theorem we prove the boundedness of x,(q) if g, satisfies a 
sign condition somewhat stronger than the one considered in Theorem 1 
and Remark 1. This time, however, I gil is allowed to be unbounded, as 
long as it satisfies a special linear growth condition. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that g:R”-+ 02” is locally Lipschitzian, and 
b: [ - l,O] + R is continuous, nonnegative and not identically zero. Let 
i E ( l,..., n}. Assume that M:= j”, b(0) dtI = 1, and that there are constants 
a>O, cb0, /I, c,,c,~R, c,<cc, such that 
(a) g,(x) >, 0 whenever x E R” and c, < xi, 
gi( x) < 0 whenever x E R” and xi 6 c2. 
(b) g,(x) <a(x,- cl -fl) whenever XE R” andc, + c <xi, 
1 
g,(x) B - (xi - c2 - a/?) whenever x E R” and xi d cz - c. 
a 
If x = x( cp) is a solution of (E) with xj bounded for j # i, then xi is boun- 
ded. 
Proo$ By our assumption, there is a T>O such that 
Ixj(t)l<T for all -l<t<o,,j#i. 
Let B= {x~lR”]lx~l<T for j#i, cq-c<xi<cl+c}. Let K:= 
2max{sup,..(g,(x)I,a(c-@,c/a+P, l},C,:=K/a+/?andc”,:=a(K-p). 
It follows that K > 0, Zk > c, k = 1,2 and 
Odg,(x)<a(x,-c, -8) whenever ci +C, <xi (1) 
k (xi - c2 - afi) <g,(x) < 0 whenever xi < c2 - Z, (2) 
Igi( < Kwhenever lxjl < T forj#iandx,-C,<xi<c,+c”,. (3) 
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Suppose that Theorem 2 is not true, i.e., that sup,, I..orp [xi(t)1 = co. 
Assume first that CD, -K co. By (l)-(3) there are d, a>0 such that 
Igi(x(t))l G c Ixitt)l + g forall -lQt<~,. (4) 
Applying Gronwall’s Lemma and using (4) we obtain that jxi( is bounded 
on [ -1, wq), a contradiction to our assumption. Hence oq = co. 
Moreover, from Remark (3) following Theorem 1 we get that xi(t) must 
assume all values between -cc and cc. Let 
ml = 2 ,Eyy, x,(f) - cl9 m2 = c2 -1 min x,(t) 2rE[-I.11 
and 
M,,=max{m,, m,, C,, c’,, K} >O. 
It follows that there is a b, > 1 such that xi(t), t E [0, b,], assumes all 
values in [c2 -M,, c, + Mol. Let 
and 
M,=max M,, M, -c,, 
i 
M,+c* -+p . 
a I 
We claim that for all t E [ - 1, cc ): 
cz-a(M,-p)<xi(t)<c,+M,. (5) 
Suppose that the claim is not true. Let i be the first time for which (5) is 
not satisfied. By our choice of M,, i>b,,, and we have to consider two 
cases: 
1st case: x,(i) = cl + M,. 
Then xi(t) < c, + Mz for ro [ - 1, i) and x,(t) > c2 -a(M, -/?) for 
t E [ - 1, i]. This implies by (l)-(3) that 
g,@(t)) ’ -MI2 for TV C-1, t]. 
Let S= sup{s E [0, i] I xi(s) = c, >. S is well-defined since i> b0 and x,(t) 
assumes the value c, in [0,&J. It follows that 
M, = x,(i) - x,(S) = ji a,(s) ds 
s 
r 0 =- JFJ b(B) g,(x(s + 0)) dtlds < M,(i- s). -1 -. 
It follows that i-s> 1. 
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Hence for some E > 0 and all t E [t- E, i] we obtain 
q(t)= -[I’ b(e)g;(x(t+e))de<o. 
-I 
Here we used assumption (a) and the fact that x;(s) > cr on [S, i]. Hence 
xi( t - E) 2 xi(t) = c I + M,, a contradiction. 
2nd case: x,(i) = c2 - a(M, - fl). 
Then x,(t)< c1 +M, for t E [ -1, 71 and x,(t)> c2--(AI-/?) for 
t E [ - 1, i). Let S= sup(s E [0, 711 xi(s) = c2). Again, S is well-defined and 
we obtain, as before, that i-S > 1. As before this implies for some E > 0 
and all t E [i-s, i] that i;(t) k 0. Hence xi(i-- E) 6 x,(t) = c2 - a(M, - fl), 
a contradiction, which proves the claim. Now it follows from our claim 
that xi is bounded, which contradicts our original assumption on x,. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
We may strengthen the assumption (b) of Theorem 2 and at the same 
time relax condition (a) of that theorem to obtain the following result: 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that g: KY -+ Iw” is locally Lipschitzian, and 
b: [ - 1, 0] + [w is continuous, nonnegative and not identically zero. 
Let iE {l,..., n} and assume MI= I”, b(8) de = 1. Suppose that there 
are cons tan ts c>o, a>1 and /?EU&! and continuous functions 
h,:[W”-‘4,k=l,2such that 
(a) g,(x)>/0 wheneverxEIW”andh,(x ,,..., xi ,..., x,)<x, 







Here ck = hk(0), k = 1, 2. 
If x = x(cp) is a solution of (E) with bounded components xj, j # i, then x, 
is bounded. 
The proof of Theorem 3 uses ideas similar to those used before and we 
omit the details. 
Remark. The question arises whether the sign condition (assumption 
(a) of Theorem 3) above suffices to guarantee the boundedness of xi (if xi is 
bounded for j # i)? 
This seems to be an open question. In our proofs we either assume that 
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gi is bounded or else that gi satilies a rather special linear growth con- 
dition. It is not clear how to relax these hypotheses. 
Our next boundedness criterion is a simple, but useful extension of the 
classical criterion (5) from the Introduction. 
THEOREM 4. Assume hypotheses (1) and (2) from the Introduction. 
Suppose that for every continuous curve x: t -+x(t) E R”, 0 d t < t, 6 co, 
satisfying sup0 <, < ,r Ix(t)( = co, it fol/ows that supoGtCr, G(x(t)) = co. Then 
every solution of (E) is bounded. 
Proof: Suppose that there is a solution x=x(q) of (E) with 
suPo<t<w, Ilx(t)ll = co. By our assumption, there are t,, ke N, such that 
G(x(t,)) -+ co as k -+ co. 
Using the Liapunov-function V from the Introduction we see that 
VP) = W,) > Q,,) 3 G(x(tA)) --, ~0, a contradiction. 
As an example, suppose that n= 1 and g(x)=xsin x. Then 
G(x) = sin x-x cos x does not satisfy the assumption G(x) + co for 
llxll --t co. However, G does satisfy the assumption of Theorem 4. This 
implies boundedness of all solutions of (E). 
We obtain similar conclusions for arbitrary n and G(x) = ljxll 2 cos (1x1( ‘. 
We will now give a boundedness criterion applicable to nonlinearities 
like g(x) = sin x. 
We need the following elementary result of Levin. 
LEMMA 1 (see [4]). Let a E R, f: (a, co) + R be of class C2, and suppose 
that there are K, E R, K2 > 0 such that f (x) > K,, f ‘(x) < 0 andf “(x) > -K, 
for all x E (a, CCI). Then lim, _ oL f ‘(x) = 0. 
The condition f”(x) 3 -Kz for x E (a, co ) can be replaced by 
f”(x) < K2 for x E (a, CC ). 
We then obtain the following: 
THEOREM 5. Assume hypotheses (1) and (2) from the Introduction. 
Moreover, suppose that: 
(1) There are a K > 0 and K, E R’ such that 1) g(x)(l < K and G(x) L K, for 
all x E R”. 
(2) For every continuous function x: t + x(t)E R”, t >O, satisfying 
suptro Ilx(t)/l = 00, there are a Jo {l,..., n}, a > 0, c> 0, and an increasing 
sequence tk, k E N such that 
(a) tk -+ co as k + co 
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(b) Ilx(tan+, ) - x( t2m) I( 2 a for all m fz N 
(c) Ig,(x(t))l>,cfor all me N and all tE [tZm, tIm+,]. 
Under these assumptions, all solutions of (E) are bounded. 
Proof Since g is bounded, every solution exists for all t 20. Let 
x = x(q) be a solution of (E). 
Let f(t) = V(x,), t 20, where V is the Liapunov-function from the 
Introduction. Hence 
f(t) = W,) > G(x(t)) B K, for t > 0. 
Moreover 
f’(t) = P(x,) < 0 for t k 0, 
and f”(t) is given by 
f”(t)= ii(xt)=W)j~l <g(x(r- l))-g(x(t)),g(x(t+s))) ds 
6’(g(x(t+e))-g(x(t)),g(x(t+s)))ds 
Hence f~ C* on (0, co ) and there is a K, > 0 such that 
If “(t)l G K2 for t E (0, co). 
Lemma 1 implies that 
lim P(x,) = 0. 
,--la3 
It follows that 
There is a O,E(-l,O] and an E~>O such that b”(B)>0 for 
0 E [6, - so, f?,]. This yields 
I + 0, 
J /(i 
, 
lim g(x(s)) ds * dz = 0 
Ii 
for all E E (0, so). (1) 
r-m ff&--E r 
Now suppose that sup130 Ilx(t)ll = co. Choose j, a, c and tk, kc N as in 
hypothesis (2). 
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Since 
Ili(t)ll < K. j” b(8) dtI =: L < co, 
--I 
we get for all m E N 
a G Ilx(t*m+ 1I- x(t2,)ll G & L(fZm+ I - t2,). 
Hence 
(t 2m+l-t2m)>~ 
where 0 < 6 <so and 6 <a. (,,/%. I,-‘. Hence we obtain for every m 3 1 
However, this is a contradiction to equation (1). Theorem 5 is proved. 
As a first application of Theorem 5 we obtain boundedness of all 
solutions of (E) with n = 1 and G(x) = -cos x, i.e., g(x) = sin x. Let us now 
consider a more complicated example. Suppose n=2 and 
G(x, y) = -2 cos x cos y. 
This implies g,(x, y) = 2 sin x cos y, g,(x, y) = 2 sin y cos x and hence 
hypothesis (1) of Theorem 5 is satisfied. For k, I E E define the following 
squares: 














(cf. Fig. 1). 
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It follows that 
g1(wPl for(x,yM?l: 
g*(x, v) B 5 for (x, y) E Q2: 
and 
g,(x, Y) G - 1 for (x, J+ Ql; 
g*(x, VI g - 5 for k+Q2i. 
Moreover, Ql& n Q2; and Ql; n Q2, are squares with diagonal equal 
&. 
Set c = f and a = &6. Let t + (x(t), y(t)) be a continuous curve with 
suP,>o(l-wl* + lAOI’)= CO. Then it is clear (cf. Fig. 2) that a je { 1, 2) 
and a sequence tk, kE N, can be chosen such that hypothesis (2) of 
Theorem 5 is satisfied. 
m I 
= U (Ql;kUQ2;k) 
k-0 





Q1 - k;o(Qllk UQZlk) 
FIGURE 2 
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Remarks. As noted before, the functions G(x) = -cos x, g(x) = sin x 
satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 5. 
One may ask the question if there is a nonlinearity g: IR + [w which has a 
infinite number of zeros xk + co such that g and G(x) = j;; g(s) ds satisfy 
assumption (1) of Theorem 5 and yet there is an unbounded solution of 
W 
This is, indeed, the case. 
In fact, using the techniques from [3], one may show that, given a 
function b satisfying our standing hypotheses, and given an increasing con- 
tiuous function cp: [ - 1, 0] -+ R, there is a Cl-function g: IR + R such that 
(a) g has an infinite number of zeros xk, k E N, in [q(O), co) with 
xk-00; 
(b) G(x) + B as x -+ cc for some B; 
(c) 1 g(x)1 Z$ K for some K and all x E OX; and 
(d) the solution x=x(q) of (E) through cp is unbounded: 
sup,20 x(r) = co. 
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